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STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA, MISSOULA, MONTANA

Feasible Site Two University
Students Injured
For Building
In Auto Mishap
Is Discussed

Bettle Williams and Anne Eckford
In Accident a t Intersection

Of Gerald and Eddy
Campus Development Committee
Meets to Arrange For
Bettle Williams, Helena, and Anns
Definite Plans
Eckford, Choteau, State University
At a meeting of the Campus De
velopment committee Friday after
noon, dlscussln was carried on as to
E ARE TOLD by Pat Malone that the most feasible location for the new
Student -Union building.
nearly thirty-five couples “went
Three possible locations for the new
Dutch” to the Bear -Paw-Spur dance.
As we recall it, this "Dutch Treat” building which were talked' over at
the
meeting consisted of the space
plan was introduced with much pub
licity but little success a year or so west of the Library, the land west of
ago at the University of Idaho. It Craig hall, and the area west of the
seems that girls, though they may be Law building. The main entrance in
willing to pay their share, still hesi all three cases will open on Maurice
tate and even object to having the avenue because of the parking prob
responsibility of originating the date lem.
and therefore refuse to invite a boy Committees from the A. S. U. M„
to a dance or a picture show. More faculty and the alumni will meet and
over, what boy is going to call a girl elect delegates tor smaller commit
and tell her that he would like to tees. It is understood that these com
take her to a show and dinner but mittees will do the majority of the
that he has only enough money for work in representing the school.
himself? It still stands that even if, Those who will act in ex-officio
for some reason or other, he found capacity with these groups are Bar
this latter an easy task-, he would not nard Hewitt, stage; Professor G. D.
likely be willing to stand by while Shallenberger, acoustics, and T. G.
she bought' her own ticket and handed Swearingen, general building con
it to the doorman herself. Until we struction.
can do away with this proud attitude The preliminary sketches are now
the "Dutch treat” date will not take on file in T. G. Swearingen's office for
its place among the conventionalities. anyone who wishes to examine them
and make any constructive criticism.
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SSOCIATED Women Students, we
see, have as a program for this
year a series of talks on State Uni
versity traditions. We think it would
be well if more of the campus organ
izations, both social and honorary,
would adopt similar programs. And
we think the first little lesson on
traditions should begin with the one
concerning walking on the grass.
Americans, particularly those who be
long in the college student classifica
tion, will short-cut a corner whereever possible. Those of the State
University are far from being an ex
ception as is Indicated by tbe down
trodden look of the grass at the inter
sections of sidewalks on the campus.
The movement will have to begin with
the honorary groups whose members
are selected for, among other things,
their fine school spirit. Unless they
can be made to maintain the ideals
of their organizations and this school,
little can be expected of the individ
uals to whom they are pointed out as
examples.
OICES range high and low in dis

V cussion of the Student Union build

Interclass Debate
Team Managers
Named by Parker
Encounters Are Scheduled for Early
P art of December; Question
Is Already Chosen
At a meeting of the Debate Union
last Tuesday evening the question for
the Inter-class debate was chosen:
Resolved: that the powers of the pres
ident of the United States' should be
substantially increased as a settled
policy.
The Interclass debate managers are
Louise Verheek, Missoula, freshman
class manager; BUI Browning, Belt,
sophomore class manager; Harry
Hoffner, Butte, junior class manager,
and Harvey Thirloway, Butte, senior
class manager.
The InterclasB debates will be held
during the first part of December.
Darrell Parker, debate coach, has
appointed Donald Crevellng in charge
of women’s debate. A men’s and a
women’s team will be sent to Oregon
during February.

ing. The fact that a suitable location
cannot be found, for the building is
probably one of tbe least of the wor
ries among, the students. The main
worry seems to be the fact that, hav
ing been advised that the auditorium
would occupy the greatest portion of
the building and probably utilize the
greatest appropriation of the con
struction money, students now hear Representatives -Chosen From
directly and indirectly that the stage
Sororities and Fraternities
will still not conform to the standards
required by modern productions. It Eighteen students have been selec
seems that because the building has ted to handle tbe sales of the 1933-34
been designed to conform with the student directories soon to be placed
original architectural plan for the on sale.
•campus, it will be Impossible to have Tbe salesmen and their groups are:
a very high fly gallery in keeping Delta' Sigma Lambda, Sherman Mil
with this architecture which provides ler; Kappa Sigma,'Stanley Trachta;
for a gabled roof much less a tower Phi Delta Theta, Jim Wheaton; Phi
ing portion at one end of the building Sigma Kappa, August Vidro; Sigma
which is what would be necessary for Alpha Epsilon,1 Alex Blewett; Sigma
an adequate stage. The basis of all Chi, Joe Roe; Sigma Nu, Ray Smal
modern architecture Is Its utility. ley; Sigma Phi Epsilon; Clayton
Real architectural beauty cannot bo Smith; Alpha Delta Pi, Gloria Proctor;
had without the ultimate in utility. Alpha Chi Omega, Mary Sulgrove;
If we are going to hare an auditorium Alpha Phi, Faye Nlmbar; Alpha Xi
it seems ridiculous to put a sum of j Delta, Margaret Johnson; Delta Delta
money into one which has little stage Delta, Hope Mathews; Delta Gamma,
advantages and improvements over]jean Gordon; Kappa Alpha Theta,
that which we have been using Joan Wilson; Kappa Delta, Dorothy
merely because we cannot in any Leonard; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Flora
other way achieve structural balance Horsky; Sigma Kappa, Betty Kelleher.
and uniformity. Stage productions
today are demanding tbe very best in
equipment. The students are crying
for modern American plays. We can’t
handle them, and If we are insistent
upon crowding our auditorium into a
S. P. Moe was elected president of
building rather than constructing our
building around our auditorium, we the Education club at its recent meet'
ing.
never will be able to handle them.
Otber officers elected were Melvin
Rygg. vice-president, and Mary E.
HRS. CLAPP TO TALK
Farnsworth,
secretary-treasurer. TenBEFORE CHURCH CLUB
latlve plans and programs for the
“Character and Ideals—Are They wlnter months were discussed at the
Necessary?" is the topic to be dis meeting. It was decided that a pro
cussed by Mrs. C. H. Clapp before tbe gram committee should be appointed
University Fellowship group. All stu by the president each month to take
dents are invited to attend the meet care of the group programs for the
ing which will be bold tonight at 8 school year.
o’clock in the University Congrega Future meetings are to be held the
tional church.
second Tuesday of each month.

Students Appointed
To Sell Directories

Moe Elected Head
O f Education Club

students, were painfully injured Sat
urday evening when the car in which
they were riding crashed into a
machine driven by Ronald J. Hickman
of Orchard Homes at the intersection
of Gerald and Eddy avenues.
Hickman who was driving east on
Eddy avenue started to make a U
turn at the corner on Gerald when
he was struck by the Williams car
in which Miss Williams and Miss
Eckford, with Kermit Eckley and Nate
Provinse, were beaded north.
The Williams car crashed against
a tree in front of the Sigma Phi Ep
silon house and the Hickman machine
halted about 20 feet from the inter
section. Both cars were badly damaged.
The two women were rushed in an
ambulance to St. Patrick's hospital
where they were treated for minor
cuts and bruises. Neither Eckley nor
Provinse were in need of medical at
tention.

AS TO PICTURES----Wednesday and Thursday nights
from 7:15 to 9:30 o’clock have been
reserved at the Ace Woods studio
for students who have not had their
fraternity and sorority pictures
taken. This is your last chance. Be
there.
Seniors who are going to have
graduation pictures taken for the
1934 Sentinel must sign their
names on the sheets of paper
placed In the hallway ot-the Stu
dent Store. The lldt for each day
must not exceed thirty names. A
schedule of these names will be
published in Friday’s issue of the
Kalmin. Those who have not
signed by that time will be given a
time arbitrarily.

Sororities Revive
Exchange Dinner
Custom Will Again Be Contlnned
On University Campos

President Clapp
To Return Soon
From Convention

Mom, Pop to Revive School
Days of Way-Back-When
Mom and Pop will go to school
wben on Friday they can a t
tend classes again and hand
shake the profs as tbey did in
days of yore. It will be a gala
day for the folks when they can
step Into a classroom and rem
inisce on those delightful hours
they used to spend cramming for
an exam.
On Thursday morning from 10
until 12 o'clock, before they settle
down to an afternoon of eats and
hilarious fun, the folks can hob
nob with the profs in their offices
and have a good old time while
they discuss the various problems
of the University and why the
son's or daughter’s transcript
looks like a stock market graph.
With the tickets being sold at a
tremendous rate it is now certain
that tbe stands on the west side
of the field will be entirely sold
out and arrangements will prob
ably be made for the construction
of bleachers on the opposite side
of the field In preparation for the
immense crowd that is expected.
The Utah team is no mean rival
and a game which will in all
probability be one of the most
spectacular contests of the year
is being looked forward to by
enthusiastic students as an occa
sion when they can sit. in the
stands with their parents and talk
about the merits of the Montana
football aggregation.
It will be possible to accom
modate all tbe visitors at local
hotels and it is thought' that the
railroads will give reduced rates
tor this new feature.

Will Be Here Only for Short Time;
To Leave Immediately for Helena
To Attend Meeting
President C. H. Clapp is expected to
return tomorrow from Chicago where
be attended a meeting of the National
Association of State Universities. Dr.
Clapp will be in the city only one day-,
leaving on Thursday for Helena to
attend a meeting of the Executive
Council of the . Greater University of
Montana.
From Helena he will go direct to
Havre to work on a geological survey
In connection with the proposed $2,500,000 federal Chain of Lakes dam
project.
Dr. Clapp left Missoula on November
13 for Chicago. His trip included vis
its to several eastern universities in
an effort to further a co-operative
movement to secure federal assistance
for needy college students of merit.
He also examined the various student
union projects at each of these schools,
searching for the worthwhile qualities
In each, with the possibility that some
of these may be incorporated in the
new Student Union building to be
erected on this campus next year.

j

Rooters Will
G re e t Team
A tN . P. Depot
Yell King Requests Students to Be
Excused From Classes; Train
Due at 3 :1 0 o’Clock '
Students who have 3 o'clock
today are asked by Noral Wbittinghill,
yell king, to request excuses so that
they may be on hand to greet the
Grizzly football team on its return
from Palo Alto on the North Coast
Limited a t 3:10 o'clock.
F. C. Scheuch, vice-president of the
State University, acting in the ab
sence of President C. H. Clapp, said
yesterday, "1 do not believe that there
will be any serious objection to stu
dents being excused to meet the
train.”
AH students who desire transporta
tion to the Northern Pacific depot are
asked to meet In front of Main hail
a t 2:46 o'clock and cars or trucks will
be on hand to carry rooters to the
station. Band members have been
excused from classes and will accom
pany the student body.

Exchange dinners between sor
orities will begin this evening, accord
ing to Jane Adami, president of PanHellenic council. These exchange
dinners formerly held each week,
were discontinued four years ago be
cause of tbe lack of interest. “I ap
prove of tbe exchange dinner idea and
hope that it will bring the sorority
girls in closer contact with each
other,” said Mrs. Harriet Rankin
Sedman, dean of women.
Exchanges tonight are between tbe
following sororities: Alpha Chi and
Alpha Delta Pi; Delta Gamma and
Delta Delta Delta; A lp h a'P h i and!
Alpha XI Delta; Kappa Alpha Theta UNIVERSITY GRADUATE
and Kappa Delta; Kappa Kappa Gam
PASSES IN CALIFORNIA
ma and Sigma Kappa.
Leo S. Horst, who graduated from
!the State University of Montana in
TESTS WATER SUPPLY
11916 and later taught at the State Col
Oliver Morgan of Helena is working lege and- the State University, died
at the chemistry laboratory, testing November 4 at the Veterans’ hospital
the Missoula water supply, due to the in Sawtelle, Calif.
Paris green that was thrown in the
A native of Hagerstown, Md., Horst
reservoir last Friday. Mr. Morgan went to, California five years ago and
was sent over by the State Board of has resided, In Huntington Park for
Health.
|the past three years.

Olive Fitzgerald
Dies in Livingston
Was

Member of Delta Gamma;
Prominent in Activities

Olive Fitzgerald, a graduate with
the class of 1931, died Monday morn
ing at her home in Livingston after
a month’s illness caused by heart
trouble, according to word received
here yesterday. She was graduated
from the Department of Foreign
Languages and was a member of
Delta Gamma social fraternity.
Prominent in campus activities,
Miss Fitzgerald took part in Hi-Jlnx
during the years she attended the
State University and held leading
roles in Varsity Vodvll in two winning
Delta Gamma acts. She also took
part in May Fete theatrical produc
tions and was a member of the Uni
versity French club. Last year she
taught in the Clyde Park high school
near Livingston.
David Fitzgerald, a senior in the
School of Law and a candidate for
the Rhodes scholarship, was called
home the first .of last week because
of Miss Fitzgerald’s critical illness.
Arrangements for the funeral have
not been announced as yet.
NOTICE
Any student who has an objec
tion to the tentative plans of the
Student Union building or any
suggestion which lie desires to
hare incorporated in the struc
ture Is requested to leave his ob
jection or suggestion In writing
nt the phone booth In Main hallAll suggestions will be considered
by the Presidents’ club a t Its next
meeting and the most universally
desired suggestions will be added
to the plans.
WILL PRESENT RECITAL
The men’s and women’s Glee clubs,
under the direction of Dean DeLoss
Smith of the School of Music, will pre
sent their faU program December 14
either at the high school or in Main
hall.

Gridiron Slogan Will Characterize Carnival
Decorations; Plans Promise R are A m usem ent
Honoring the Grizzly football team
In anticipation of their last game of
the 1933 season, “Beat the Utah Ag
gies” has been adopted as the theme
to be carried out in the A. S. U. M.
carnival decorations, both in conces
sions and around the dance hall.
Grace Johnson, manager, in making
this announcement today said, "Since
the carnival is to be an all-Unlverslty
affair, we want it to emulate the enthusiasm of the entire student body
and right now that is concentrated on
securing a victory over the Utah Aggrlcultural college."
Construction of the booths will be
complete by Thursday and the groups
having concessions are to make any
desired changes and decorate on Fri

day and Saturday so as to be in readi
ness for Saturay night, the date of the
carnival. A cash prize of $5 is to be
awarded at 11:30 o’clock Saturday
night to the booth having the best and
most original decorations. The judges
are Anne Platt, Prof. C. H. Rledell
and Mrs. C. F. Detss who replaces
Mrs. C. H. Clapp, previously an
nounced as a member of this com
mittee.
Some rumor on the campus that
this Is to be a masquerade was denied
by Miss Johnson who said, “The car
nival Is to be an informal, no-date
affair with separate entrances for the
men and women so that each person
pays his own admission. Students will
not be expected to appear in any sort

of masquerade costume as that is not
the idea of the affair.”
The admission price of ten cents per
person Is to be made at tbe door
This Includes the evenings dancing
there Is no additional charge for that
feature of the entertainment. Ten
cents Is to be the maximum charge
at any of the booths.
Chaperons for the evening are to
be Professor and Mrs. F. C. Scheuch,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Keeney, Pro
fessor and Mrs. Matheus Kast and
Professor and Mrs. W. P. Clark.
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Total Enrollment Shows
Decrease This Quarter;
More Frosh Registered
Recordi Reveal 1,432 Students in Attendance, 26 Less Than at This
Time Last Year; Classes Include 820 Men, 611 Women;
Pre-Business Administration Leads List
State University registration figures, complete for the 1933 autumn
quarter, show a total enrollment of 1,432 students, a decrease of 26
in comparison to figures for the corresponding period last year. There
were 1,457 students registered in the 1932 autumn quarter. This
^year’s figures, however, show an in
crease in freshmen, 534 first year stu
dents being enrolled in contrast to
522 for last year.
Of the total figures 820 are men and
611 women. Last year there were 837
men and 620 women attending classes
autumn quarter. Withdrawals this
quarter total 17, 11 of this number
being men while the remaining six are

Office Mails
Out Notices
O f Eligibility
.

.

n

.
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Junior Kating uiven IZI students, jwomen
According to Information Sent
By Registrar

The 20 departments of arts and
sciences claim a total enrollment of
924; 471 men and 453 women. The
A total, of 121 eligibility slips are seven schools have an enrollment of,
being mailed by the Registrar’s office 1^® or ^31 men and 118 women. There
all students who have completed are
unclassified and special stutheir undergraduate work and met |dents. Last year 956 .were enrolled in
the qualifications to enter the second
Departments of Arts and Sciperiod consisting of the junior and ences* 448 in the schools and 53 were
senior years. “Only those students unclassified or special students.
who have earned 96 credits and en Class totals show the freshmen
tered their junior year this quarter or leading with 534, or 304 women and
at the beginning of the summer ses- 1®^® men. The sophomores have 210
sion are receiving the slips,” it was ® ^ 1 an^
women, or a total of 343.
announced yesterday by Charles N. |P ne ^unr^e^ aQd forty-one men and
97
women
comprise
the junior class
Mason, assistant to the registrar.
total of 238. Of the 193 seniors, 110
The notices contain the date of com
are men and 83 women. Sixty-two
pletion of the first period, the num
graduates, 37 men and 25 women, are
ber of credits and the number of grade
continuing their education.
points earned, the number of grade
There are no men registered in the
points to be made up during the sec
Departments of Library Economy or
ond period and the incompletes or
Home Economics. Four women are
conditions which remain at the end
enrolled in pre-legal courses; one
of the first period.
woman is a student in the School of
With the exception of those who Law. There are two women in the
have a grade point deficiency on their Department of Chemistry and none
record at the end of the first period, in the Department of Physics. The
all students start their junior and School of Forestry is composed en
senior years with an equal number of tirely of male students.
credits and grade points. Those who Pre-business administration with
have deficiencies must make them up. 156 students has the largest enroll
Regardless of the number of excess ment of any department The Depart
grade points earned during the soph ment of Physics has the least with 10.
omore and freshman years, students Other departments and their totals
start the second period with a “C” are: general, 47; biology, 44; botany , 1
average. The grade points during a 15; chemistry, 47; economics, 59;
Student’s first two years are not defi English, 98; fine arts, 30; Foreign
nitely lost and may be used at any languages, 84; geology, 15; history,
time for eligibility, honors or for 34; home economics, 62; library econ
similar purposes. This is merely a omy, 17; mathematics, 15; physical
method to require a student to pre education, 47; psychology, 15; present at least a “C” average during his education, 11 ; pre-legal, 82; pre
last two years.
medic, 38.
It is left entirely to the student en The School of Journalism boasts
tering the second period whether or the largest enrollment of the schools
not h e , will remove conditions or in- with a total of 103. The School of
completes,” stated Mr. Mason. “It he Business Administration has 60; Edu
chooses not to remove these defi cation, 22; Forestry, 98; Law, 70;
ciencies he must notify the registrar’s Music, 40, and Pharmacy, 56.
office in writing and the grade will
be revoked and not changed to an “F.”
Should the student remove the in
completes or conditions these courses
will be placed on his second period
ecord.”
Withdrawing Students to Receive
Regular Grades Next Week

Saturday Is Final
Day to Drop Class

Appointments With
Advisors Planned

All students desiring to withdraw
from any course without receiving a
grade must do so by Saturday, Decem
In lieu of yellow slips which were
ber 2, it was announced yesterday by
used last year but were discontinued
Charles Mason, assistant to the regis
due to the lack of funds, the Regis
trar. That date marks tbe end ot the
tra r’s office Is making arrangements
ninth week and the deadline tor
with the freshmen for meetings with
withdrawals.
their advisors.
Students withdrawing after the end
Due to the fact that the students 10j t|le nint ]1 week will receive one ot
did not have the opportunity to get
regular-grades. This may be any
acquainted with their faculty advisors of the passing grades, provided the
at registration time this plan has been work of the course has been com
put Into use to enable them to get pleted. Otherwise the student may
ou better terms with their professors receive an Incomplete grade, a condi
and to straighten out any difficulties tion, or a failure according to tbe
which they may have in regard to judgment of the Instructor.
their studies.
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
p r e s e n t s RADIO p l a y

|Dean Will Attend
|
Educational Meet

Sigma Alpha Epsilon presented the
Freeman Daughters, dean of the
second in a series of radio broadcasts ISchool of Education, plans to attend
being sponsored by campus social la meeting of the State Board of Edu
groups in the form of a carnival side cation examiners to be held In Helena
show Sunday afternoon. The presen Saturday, December 3.
tation was directed by Bill Oarver. I The board, comprised of Dr. Daugh
The following members took part ters, K. W. Bergan, superintendent ot
in the play: Bill Whitehead, A1 Vad- schools at Cascade, and Principal J.
heim, Jack Terril, Jack Waite, Harold A. Woodard of Oallatin County high
Stearns, Edson Cooney, Jim Meagher, school in Bozeman, is to pass on
Bob Tamplln, Arne Peterson, Bob teachers’ certificates.
Higham, Frank Hazelbaker, Dave The meeting was called by Eliza
Thomas, Aubrey Benton, Charles beth Ireland, state superintendent of
Larry Neff, who has been working Dodge, Clyde Carpino, Waldron Boger, Ipublic instruction.
in Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, was in Mis Wilbur Wood and Merritt Warden.
Mitch and Jack Sheridan are guests
soula for the past week taking civil Musical numbers were featured by
Iof the Sigma Nu house this week.
Jack Waite and Jack Terrill.
service examlnatons.
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sert luncheon Monday, November 13,
at the chapter home and last Friday
was hostess to many friends at lunch
eon and bridge a t the chapter home.
Sigma Kappa sorority members enter
tained their Mothers’club a t a tea held Several From Companies A and B
SOCIAL CALENDAR
Admitted Into “A” Groups
at the chapter home Friday afternoon.
Friday, November 24
Members of the Mothers’ club of
Formal Alpha Phi sorority were guests Thurs
Alpha Xi D elta................................
After only a few weeks of practical
Formal day evening at a buffet supper a t the riflery many freshmen have made ex
Alpha P h i..................
Pledge Formal chapter home.
Phi Delta T heta..................... .................................
cellent records on the new R. O. T. C.
range under the direction of Captain
Sigma Nu...............................................................................Pledge Formal
Kappa Delta Formal
F. B. Rogers who Is assisted by Ser
Saturday, November 25
Kappa Delta entertained a t their geants Peterson and Kirkwood.
A. S. U. M......................................................................................... Carnival annual pledge formal Saturday eve
The following freshmen made “A”
ning at the Florence hotel. (Chap groups in rifle marksmanship: Com
At the Sororities and Fraternities
mal tea Thursday afternoon for ac erons were Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Speer,
pany
A—Stanley Crum, John Dahl,
Pledges of Sigma Kappa were en tives and pledges from 4:30 to 5:30 Dr. and Mrs. Harry Turney-High and
James Doyle, John Gravelle, Bill Hos
tertained a t a Sunday night supper by o’clock.
Mrs. C. B. Avery. The decorations kins, Howard Johnson, Howard KelMrs. Hugh Elmore a t her home. She Louis Lienemann was a Sunday were In green and white. The music
mig, Glen McGinnis, S. A. Pickett,
was assisted by members of the Sigma dinner guest at the Sigma Chi house. was furnished by Ray Beaudette and
John Stephenson and Dick Williams.
Kappa alumni chapter.
Catherine Orchard was a Sunday his orchestra.
Company B—Forest Anderson, Fred
Mrs. Walter Turner and Mrs. A. H. dinner guest a t the Kappa Delta
By Y A L E , JR .
Baker, Howard Beardmore, William
Welsberg were Sunday dinner guests house.
A. T. 0. Fireside
Beeney, Bill Cochran, G. K. Cole, Boyd
Lynda Jane Bruckhauser spent the
The Man -at the Keyhole has re a t the Sigma Phi Epsilon house.
Alpha Tau Omega entertained a t a Cole, Douglas Ferris, J. W. George,
formed !
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was week-end In Kallspell.
fireside Saturday evening at the chap Don Harvey, Nell Helly, J. A. HellKappa Delta held formal pledging ter house. Chaperons were Professor bronner, Wayne Laine, L. J. Onstad,
, He is not going to peek through a Wednesday dinner guest at the
keyholes where there might be some Alpha Delta PI house and gave an Monday evening for Vivienne De- and Mrs. G. 0 . Shallenberger and Wesley Pickens, B. L. Price, Frank
Rusha.
scandal that is oftensive but rather he informal talk afterwards.
Professor and Mrs. J. C. Mickel. Music Shaw, Marcus Sheldon, H. C. Simpson,
Evelyn Spain was a Saturday lunch was furnished by Milton Anderson Robert Stillings, Harold Taylor, Joe
has resolved to look only for that Leonard White of Libby was a
eon
guest
at
the
Alpha
Chi
Omega
which Is humorous.
and his orchestra.
week-end guest at the Delta Sigma
Trachta, Stuart Volkel, M. F. Waddell
house.
All of which leads back to the Lambda house.
and Charles Whittlnghtll.
Sigma Kappa announces the pledg
question, “What Is humor?”
Phi 8 lg Roller Skating Party
Thursday dinner guests a t the
Here It Is a la Webster—The mental Alpha Chi Omega house were Dean ing of Daphne Remington of Belt.
Phi Sigma Kappa held its annual
Sigma Kappa announces the pledg
faculty of discovering, expressing or Harriet Rankin Sedman, Mrs. B. F.
roller skating party Saturday evening ing of Jean Campbell of Shelby, Nora
appreciating ludicrous or absurdly in Oakes, Mrs. F. M. Lewellen, Melva
Stephens-Sterling
at the Elite dance hall. Chaperons LaPorte of Missoula, and Audrey Beal
congruous elements in Ideas, situa Garrison, Mary Sulgrove, Gladys The wedding of Miss Leona June were Professor and Mrs. L. F. Rich
of Anaconda.
tions, happenings or acts.
Swanson, Jeanette Gochenour, Helen Stephens and George Allan Sterling, ards and Mrs. H. L. Sperling.
All of which leads back to the ques Ostendorf, Clara Griffin, Jean Berg- two former University students, was;
tion, “What is humor?”
solemnized last Sunday afternoon in
lund and Marguerite Lauder.
Forestry Club Dance
Thackeray calls It “a mixture of Norman Hansen was a Sunday din Ronan at the home of the groom's
Forestry club held Its fall dance
love and wit.”
.
,
ner guest at the Phi Sigma Kappa parents, Mr. and Mrs. Addison M Saturday evening in the women’s
So far as love goes you can expect house.
Sterling. The bride Is the daughter
Furrier
gymnasium. Chaperons were Pro
cigars from the following people—
Phone 54N
Catherine Coughlin of Butte was a of Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Krelder, also of fessor and Mrs. I. W. Cook, Dr. and
BUI Wade and Kenneth Faxon.
Ronan.
The
Rev.
Father
C.
E.
Turn
week-end guest at the Delta Gamma
Mrs. C. W. Waters, Dr. and Mrs. C. L. 1112 First National Bank Building
bull performed the ceremony. Miss
house.
Hitchcock, Professor F. G. Clark and
Now there Is a movement started
Edward McCormick was a Sunday Ramona Stephens, sister of the bride, Miss Helen Gleason. Music was furn
to have Friday set aside for "Parents’
dinner guest at the Apha Tau Omega attended her and the groom’s brother, ished by Nat Allen and his orchestra.
Day in Class.”
Robert Sterling, was best man. Fol
| house.
We suggest that the Mothers and
Friday dinner guests a t the Sigma lowing the ceremony a wedding din
Sigma Nu Initiation
Dads prepare lessons for that day as
ner
was served to relatives and
Kappa house were Berlins and Betty)
Sigma Nu held initiation Saturday
they will prbably have the classrooms Lee Forbls.
friends. Mr. and Mrs. Sterling, after
night for George Perry and Gene
to themsevles.
Mr. add Mrs. G. D. Shallenberger a wedding trip In the state, will make Davis of Missoula.
We would like to see our parents
and Mr. and Mrs. Matheus Kast were their home In Ronan, where the groom
preparing our psychology quiz—they
Sunday dinner guests at the Sigma Is engaged In the mercantile business
might realize that college Is not all Chi house.
with his father. Mrs. Sterling attended
play and no work.
Tuesday dinner guests at the Kappa I
University for one year after
On other days, by
Kappa Gamma house were R osalba|s*udy*n® *n 8 business college In
appointment.
Real school spirit was shown Satur Gore, Kathryn Smeltzer and Ruth SP<*ane. Mr. Sterling was graduated
day when Butte high school sent a | p ' r^’ '
from the University In 1931. He is
96-piece band over for the game with
| George Leblaux, Floyd Capps, Har- a member of Sigma Chi fraternity.
Missoula.
Iold Hammond, William DeMarvls and
It would be wonderful, but impos
S. A. E. Formal
James Lee of Anaconda were week
sible, if the University co-eds would
Approximately ninety couples were
end guests at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
MASONIC TEMPLE
form a drum corps.
We Serve Beer
in attendance at the Sigma Alpha Ephouse.
But if they won’t retrain from wear-1 WUIette wllcox o{ Butte was a Isilon formal held Saturday evening at
Booths for the Ladles
ng paint how could they be expected week^ nd vlsltor at the slgma K ^ t h e Elk’s Temple. Chaperons were
Missoula, Montana
616 Woody Street
house.
|Profes 8or and Mrs. Matheus Kast
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When Prohibition Goes—?
When Old Man Prohibition terminates his rather hectic career on
December 6, how will the youth of this country, especially the gen
eration now in college be affected? Collegiate editors and university
officials are facing it as somewhat of a doubtful' question. Says the
Daily Trojan: “ It has been definitely and unfortunately proved that
prohibition has not kept college students from carrying flasks or going
on traditional collegiate ‘beer busts.’ All through the last decade,
wherever young people have met for a good time, there has been a
bottle under the table or in a hip pocket. Will repeal make things
worse?”
Charles N. Reynolds, professor of sociology at Stanford university,
believes that collegiate drinking will be more moderate and less psy
chological. In his opinion there was more drinking done at the
University of Oregon, 20 years ago when he Was a student there, than
there is now. He believes that the tendency among college students
is to drink with somewhat of a flourish, and that drinking will be more
moderate when it isn’t against the law.
No doubt, half the thrill of drinking during the era of the drys, was
the idea of doing something wrong and getting away with it. For those
who drink just to “be sociable,” perhaps a more public system will
do much to eliminate them. For the class who will drink in spite of
restrictions and corrections, the only solution is that they “ learn to
drink like gentlemen.” As the Trojan so aply puts it, “ It would be
ideal if-college students never drank, but as long as they do they
should learn to drink sensibly.”
Some officials foresee the establishment of regular courses which
would show the detrimental effects of alcohol. Education perhaps will
produce better results than legislation. As the pastime of drinking
beer has lost much of its kick with the new 3.2, “ so will it be with
hard liquors. Students will learn to appreciate good liquor in mod
eration instead of taking a chance on bootleg stuff. Drinking will be
come an art, not an artifice for breaking laws."

The Church as an Industry

Riflery Class Has
Excellent Record

Society

Man at the Keyhole
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Sunday Special. ..

Ravioli and
Chicken Dinners

E. C. JAMES
Fire and Auto
Insurance

Wider Advertising Urged for Churches— the above headline which
appeared in last Sunday’s New York Times clearly indicates the acute
change in tactics which is being made in order to bring people into
churches. On the whole it can be said that the day of Billy Sunday
. Elaine Corley of Paris, Texas was GuesU were Mr’ and Mr8’ 8cotty WU'
and Aimie Semple McPherson is over.
started that movement last Sunday L Sund&y dinner guegt at the slgBlalson, Mr. and Mrs. William Murray,
When the church realizes that it has to go out and advertise, we but what
we thought was ”a Jdrum
”
-----'Alpha Epsilon house.
I Professor and Mrs. I. W. Cook, Maltcan look upon it as another industry. When the Reverend H. D. Rugg Iturned out to be? ? ?
Miss Betty Robb of Seattle, district land Culyer’
Perris, Clarence
president of Kappa Alpha Theta, Is Borrud’ A1 Fllnt- Bob Johnson, Jack
states that since in normal business times, Protestant churches spend
Thanks to Jean Porter for subscrib
Lewellen,
Carl
Walker,
Lewis Am
$500,000,000 for local expenses they should spend $20,000,000 in ing to the Kaimin. We are not having now visiting at the chapter house.
William Rand, Conde Shaw, John brose, Bill Garver, Donald Paddock
newspaper advertising, we can say that the church is a major industry. snow storms here, Jean.
Gravelle and Joe Burns were Sunday and Ralph Olson.
Who profits from this industry? If people are expected to support
dinner guests at the Sigma Nu house.
Mothers’ Club Entertainments
an industry they should get some good out of it.
THINGS I REMEMBER
Dorothy Powers and Marian Lew
Entertainments for and by the vari
Have we outgrown the church? Dr. C. A. Schenck, visiting pro
Remember when the Blue Parrot ellen spent the week-end In Plains.
ous
sorority Mothers' clubs were
fessor from Germany, said a few years ago that though his Huguenot used to be the meeting place of all
Tom Mitchell was a Thursday din
numerous last week. Members of
forebears had sacrificed everything for religion, he felt no qualms of the students? Those were the days! ner guest at the Sigma Chi house.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Mothers' club
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
conscience when he said he certainly would not do it! And are there Mabelle Willard, now assistant ed
itor of the Kaimin, used to be a Phi house were Harriet Freebourne, entertained actives, pledges and
any of us today who would bum at the stake for Christianity? Or any “Bob and Jack” all In one. It used
mothers of pledges at a buffet supper
Helen Scott and Esther Swanson.
[at the chapter home Friday evening
thing else?
to be located on the corner of Uni
Week-end guests at the Sigma
What good has religion done? It is to be hoped that through in versity and Helen and never an Alpha Epsilon house were Ben a t 5:30 o’clock. The Alpha Chi Omega
formative advertising on the part of the church we may find the an hour slipped by without Its blue Wright, Bud Christie, Wayne Eveland Mothers’ club was honored at a desand orange colored tables seething Rusty Bretherton and Ralph Olson of
swers to these questions.

Society
Corbin Hall
Dr. and Mrs. A. R. Foss and the
Rev. E. R. Jacobson were Wednesday
dinner guests of Rose Milkovich.
Wednesday luncheon guests of Mrs.
Frank K. Turner were Dr. Lemo Den
nis, field representative of the Ameri
can Home Economics association,
MI bs Anne Platt, Miss Helen Gleason
and Mrs. T. G. Swearingen.
Audrey Lumby was a guest of Aud
rey Beal for Thursday dinner.
Dean Harriet Rankin Sedman was a
Monday dinner guest at Corbin hall.
Joan Wilson was a dinner guest of
Alma Phelan Wednesday.
Wednesday dinner guests of Eliza
beth Hammett were Helen Bateman
and Flora Horsky.
Hazel Harper was the guest of
Barbara Chappie for Wednesday din
ner.
Margaret and Eudora Piercey were
Wednesday dinner guests of Elizabeth
Burton.
Katherine Thayer spent the week
end at her home In Helena.
Doris Albert was the week-end
guest of Valle Turner at Seeley lake.
Hope Mathews was the Friday din
ner guest of Frances Smith.
Katherine Monroe was the guest of
Marjorie Shaw for dinner Friday.
Joan Greene was the luncheon
guest of Betty Roe Friday.
Eunice Pinkney was the Friday
dinner guest of Helen Steele.
Mrs. William Miles of Helena was
the guest of her daughter, Sara, over
the week-end.
Adeline Butler was the dinner guest
of Nedra Galbreath Saturday.
Jean Gordon was the Sunday din
ner guest of Jane Sanders.
Cornelia Clack was the guest of
Kathryn Bangs for dinner Sunday.

Ethel Emery was the guest of Dor
othy Griffin for Sunday dinner.

with campus gossip.
I especially remember the
“pounce" tournam ent This game,
so called because of the eager
manner of handling the playing
cards, sometimes lasted far Into
the night By this I mean the boys
used to linger long after the '’haveto-be-in hour.” Mabelle Willard
and Dick Nelson won the three
weeks'* contest.
—MARTHA KIMBALL
_____
Everyone be prepared to remember
something for future Issues as the
Man at the Keyhole will be around
for information.

Butte; Don Paddock and Whit DeMers
of Hot Springs, and George Colbert
of Kallspell.
Sunday dinner guests at the Alpha
Xi Delta house were James Erickson,
Howard Coon, Carl Schlebold and
Marian Rusk.
Dave Stuart and Anders Osceen
were week-end guests at the Sigma
Chi house.
Thursday dinner guests at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house were
Mary Jane Frey, Kathleen Fitzgerald,
Barbara Chappie and Helen Lowery.
Alpha XI Delta held formal pledg
ing for Judith Alminl Sunday.
Carl Erickson of Plains was a week
end guest at the Sigma Phi Epsilon
Looking Ahead Twenty Years
house.
November 21, 1953
Louise Geyer was a Sunday dinner
Mickey Cunnlff writes Keyhole col guest at the Alpha XI Delta house.
umn for Montana Kaimin.
Emma Bole, Jane Tucker and Kay
Pete Meloy registers as a Frosh stu Bailey spent Sunday In Corvallis.
dent at the University.
Melva Garrison and Lois Wohlwend
Linn Greene succeeds In making It were Sunday dinner guests at the
traditional that "hello” Is the proper Alpha Chi Omega house.
greeting.
Cornelia Stussy left Friday for LlvEnrl Van Vorst plays the lead in ingston to spend several days.
Hollywood’s premiere of “Pinkie.”
| Alpha Delta Pi entertained at a for-

North Hall
Ruth and Betty Anne Polleys were
Sunday dinner guests of June Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman W. Hicks of
Butte and son, Lee, were dinner
guests of Norma Hicks Saturday.
Mildred Johnson was a guest of
Carol Foster for Sunday dinner.
Eileen Flynn and Mrs. J. J. Flynn
of Deer Lodge were Saturday dinner
guest of Catherine Flynn.
Mrs. William Kester and daughter,
Billie of Helena were Saturday dinner
guests of Mrs. Theodore Brantly.
Mr. V. J. Roberts of Deer Lodge
was a dinner guest of his daughter,
Joyce, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Perham of Butte
visited their daughter, Ruth, Satur
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cooper and son,
Jerry, and Mrs. George Clegg and
daughter, Suzanne of Lewlstown vis
ited Kathryn Smeltzer Sunday and
Monday. Mrs. Cooper Is the sister of
Miss Smeltzer.
Janet Harrington was the guest of
Jean Evans for dinner Saturday.
Jane McLanahan was the Saturday
dinner guest of Nan Dlvel.
Mr. S. P. Parker of Butte spent Sat =
urday with his daughter, Grace.
Dr. and Mrs. J. R. Soltero of Lewistown visited their daughter, Teresa,
Sunday.
Norma Hammer was a Wednesday
dinner guest of Lucille Thurston.
__
Virginia Wilcox was a guest of
EE
Maryla Oaas for dinner Wednesday.
Melva Garrison was the Wednesday
dinner guest of Jean Berglund.
Virginia Talt was the dinner guest
of Jean Kountz Wednesday.
Ossia Taylor was the dinner guest
of Mary Jane Frey Wednesday.
Rosemary Reldy was the Wednes
day dinner guest of Valle Turner.
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Grizzlies A re Outclassed
In Last-Period Stampede
By B ig Stanford Squad

THE

MONTANA

KAI MI N

Page Three

Some o f the Utah Aggies Who Will Invade Grizzly Camp

Bob Stansberry Receives Applause of Crowd by 96-yard Scoring
Dash; Montana Holds More Powerful Rivals in First
Quarter But Wilts to Lose Contest
Holding the powerful Stanford Cardinals to even terms in the first
quarter and showing a stubborn defense throughout three periods, the
fighting State University Grizzlies wilted in the last quarter to be
trounced 33-7 under a crushing attack that gained yardage almost at
will. Montana’s only score came wlthOa 96-yard klckott return by Bob Stans
berry, the Grizzly back who proved
hlmselt the most outstanding player
on the field.
The Cardinals won easily, and the With the Stanford game over, Coach
scant crowd was convinced of their Bunny Oakes and his Grizzly football
superiority, but the laurels went to warriors will now concentrate on
the smaller squad from Montana tor their game with the powerful Utah
Its tight and spirit. Although the Aggie team on Thanksgiving day. This
Grizzlies were outclassed by their will be the first test between the two
stronger and heavier rivals, they did teams since 1919, that year ending a
not admit defeat until the final gun, six-game series.
o-o
and several times made vicious
With the fall of the Utah university
thrusts that carried them into Stan
squad from the lead of the Rocky
ford territory.
Mountain conference, the Utah Aggies
Grizzlies Hold Cards
loom as one of the best elevens In
Reverses cost Montana many yards,
that conference. They will bring a |
the Stanford backs going through star aggregation to Missoula, and will I
lime after time for long gains on fake
make it tongh going for the Grizzlies,
plays that fooled the Grizzly defense.
o-o
The Cards pushed over their first
score after six minutes of play, when The Logan squad lias a big percent- j
Afflerbaugh ran 50 yards on a reverse age of wins over the State University, I
through tackle. Bill Corbus, Stan winning five of the six games played I
ford’s All-American candidate, place- between 1910 and 1919, many of them
kicked the extra point and Stanford by large scores. So it is up to Mon
led. The Stanford followers settled tana’s fighting 1933 edition to put a
back, but their enjoyment was short stop to that line of victories,
o-o
lived, for Stansberry took the next
kickoff on his four-yard stripe and
With the innovation of a Parents’ |
raced 96 yards for a score, assisted day at the State University, the game |
by fine blocking on the part of the Should bring a large crowd of fans I
Grizzlies. Emery kicked the point, and parents from all sections of the |
and Montana tied the score.
state to witness the two teams. Early
For the rest of the first quarter, ticket sales indicate a full house, and
Montana held that tie and held its bleachers may be erected on the east
own in offensive and defensive tactics. side of the field to accommodate the
In the second quarter, Maentz dashed many fans.
Kimple, Hammett, Hill Named
28 yards for another score on a re
o-o
Winners in Beard Contest
verse, and broke the tie. After that,
Western Montana towns such as
Montana’s stubborn defense held the Hamilton, Stevensville, Poison and
—
As a result of their loyalty and
big team, and the half ended, 14-7 in Kalispell, will send down big delega Coach Romney Has Developed Powerftd Machine; Rasmussen, Fry,
school spirit during the recent
favor of Stanford.
tions for the contest, and with the
beard growing and non-cosmetics
Van Kampen, Dixon, Ward Are Stars
Dazzling reverses and power plays many parents coming from other parts
campaign, Archie Kimple and
in quick succession battered down the of Montana, the gate should draw
Beth Hammett hare been named
Utah State college, next opponents of the State University Grizzlies,
Grizzlies in the third quarter and en more than the record gate in 1925.
os the winners of the two sliver
abled the Cardinals to score again.
will bring one of the toughest teams of .the Rocky Mountain conference loving cups offered as prizes for
o-o
The weary Montanans made several News accounts of the Stanford- here on Thanksgiving Day when they meet Coach Bunny Oakes’ boys
the beBt beard and the face seen
more scoring thrusts but failed to Montana game admitted that the pow
in the football struggle that will be the big feature of the initial Par most consistently without cos
reach their objective. A final-quarter erful Cardinal squad outclassed the ents’ Day celebration. This will be>
--------------------------------------------, metics. Stanley Hill has been
attack by the Stanford men forced Grizzlies with a greater show of pow
named as the winner of the fuzz
the seventh time the two schools have | O fficers A p p o in te d
back the invaders, and two touch er and reserve strength, bnt they were met on the gridiron since they began
prize, a razor.
downs were pushed over to give them unanimous In the belief th at Montana athletic relations In 1910.
Archie Kimple, hard pushed by
a 33-7 lead. Montana, unwilling to had one of the hardest-fighting teams
The
Utah
AggieB
hare
one
of
the
Kermit Eckley and Jack Chap
admit defeat with a heavy score that has been seen on the California
The Lutheran Students’ union held
most powerful scoring machines in
man,
carried off first honors with
against them, started an attack that gridirons.
their conference, having amassed 101 its organization meeting Sunday and
an untrtmmed beard which he
took them down to the Stanford 21points against their opponents’ 35. elected the following officers: Milton
wore long after the campaign was
yard line before they lost the ball.
The scant crowd that viewed the
Anderson, president: Erling Oss, viceover. Beth Hammett was selected
The Cardinals then took possession struggle were amazed at the defensive Tough breaks have followed them, president, and Lois Knauff, secretarybecause she was the moBt con
of the ball, and carried it down the strength of the Grizzlies in the first and they are at the middle of the treasurer.
conference
standing
with
a
percentage
sistently without cosmetics, re
field in a series of plunges that quarter when they held the Cards,
This was the first of the meetings
of
three
games
won
out
of
six
played.
fraining from the use of paint
whipped the Grizzlies in its fury. 7-7. Bob Stansberry’s 96-yard run of
to be held jointly with all the Luth even while working in the Library
Stanford’s two scores were made by a kickoff. for Montana’s score was They recently lost a 3-0 contest to eran churches participating and was
at night.
Sim and Bronstein, and only the alert cheered by the fans, who were of the the Colorado Aggies by the virtue of beld in the new English Lutheran
In the selection of the man
ness of the Montana team prevented opinion that the Grizzly's triple-threat a field goal, and outplayed Brigham church, at the corner of Higgins and
with the best growth of fuzz the
another score when they recovered a powers and defensive work stamped Young, one of the leading teams in Daly avenues.
judges encountered considerable
fumble on their own three-yard line him as the most outstanding player on the conference, 14-0. Denver univer Musical numbers were given by
sity, another team that barely
difficulty as most of the candi
as the game ended.
the field, which Included a lot of ter squeezed out victory over the Aggies, ®ern*ce Granmo, Dora Jacobson, Lodates
were evenly matched. Hill
ritory with some of Stanford’s stars last week defeated the conference- *u,l McKelvie and Harold Christian-1
Outstanding Montanans
although older than most of the
Bob Stansberry was hailed by fans on the same turf.
leading Utah university team, which son. Ethel Mertz, Frank Holmberg,
aspirants for the fuzz honors, was
o-o
and sports officials alike as the best
has been undefeated in its circuit Herbert Wullum and Russell Meyers
selected because of his utter in
spoke. The program was under the
man on the field, his running, pass Good blocking was in a large part since 1927.
ability to raise even the slightest
direction of Mary Wilkinson, Melvin
ing and punting marking him as a responsible for Stansberry's dash, and
growth.
Has Strong Machine
great offensive player, and his de should make Oakes’ heart glad. Many
Rygg and Agnes Hovee. A social hour
The prizes are to be awarded at
E. L. Romney, coach of the Utah and supper concluded the program.
fensive work gaining much applause. times have the men clicked on their
Hl-Jinx to be held December 8 .
Monte Reynolds played a fine game blocking and defense, and once before Aggies, has had several successful
at guard, kicking off well, and playing they aided Blastlc's 96-yard dash seasons at the Logan school and has Dixon and Hull are ends, while Ward
a good defensive game. His alertness hgalnst the W.S.C. Cougars. This has developed a strong machine in his is tile center.
Mary Taaffe Corette left Tuesday
Strong Defensive Line
on several occasions saved Montana been drilled into the men time after 1933 squad. Leading lights on Jhe
when he picked up fumbles that lost time by Oakes, and he should feel team are Burke Fry, triple threat In meeting the Aggies, Montana will for Butte where she will join her
the ball for Stanford. Emery, Hlle- good at having this teaching bring man; Rasmussen, shifty, elusive half again be faced with a strong and pow family for a trip to Los Angeles.
back; Rudy Van Kampen, scoring erful defensive line. The forward
man, Blastic, Hawke, Sullivan and results.
o-o
halfback with a habit of breaking up wall composed of Dixon, Law, Brady,
Rhlnehart played outstanding games
Stanford’s latest victories on the ball games, and Captain Gordon Ward, Glenn, Simmons and Hull has
in their lines, and formed the nucleus
Dependable Laundry Service
for Montana’s great defensive stand. Pacific coast are making the sports Dixon, end.
functioned well throughout the season
Carptenter, Leonard and George Kuka authorities sit up and take notice, and Fry is one of tbe best backs in the and has held the strongest teams of
also played good games in the line. the Cardinals are now being billed as conference this year, passing, punting the conference to low scores. Utah
The blocking by the Montana team tbe coming conference champions. If and running equally well. In a recent and Denver, two of the leading
was nicely executed at times, and they take California’s Golden Bears contest against tbe Colorado Aggies, elevens in the section, were unable
some fine blocking "clicked” in the into camp next week, they are in line Fry averaged 36.5, yards per kick in to score throughout the -first half of
first quarter to make Stansberry’s for the honors this year.
his punting endeavors, and ran back their game with the AggieB, but great
o-o
dash for score possible.
the enemy's punts for 53 yards. His er reserve power helped them to score
Coach
Bunny
Oakes
made
his
debut
passing has been outstanding at times late in the games. The Colorado Ag
Lineup and Summary
In California football Sunday by diag and he passes so well that the play gies, now in a tie for first place, were
Montana (7)
Stanford ($8)
nosing the line playing of the S t is usually used to convert after a unable to penetrate the Utah State
R h in e b a rt-------------------------Packard
Mary’s team and the Santa Clara touchdown.
line and went without a touchdown,
Left End
sqnad between halves of the game be
winning only by a kick from place
Rasmussen Is Star
Anderson — --------------Palamountaln
tween the Gaels and the Broncs. HJs
ment
for a field goal.
Left Tackle
talk was broadcast from station KPO Rasmussen has been a sore thorn
With a strong defensive line and a
Hawke ...
— O’Connor In San Francisco.
In the sides of all the Aggies’ oppon
backfield
full of scoring demons, Utah
Left Guard
ents, being a slippery open field run
o-o
State appears to be plenty powerful
Sayatovlch
The Pacific Coast conference was n er and a clever passer. He haB many to make things tough for the Orlzzlles
Center
further shaken up Saturday when long dashes to touchdowns to his and Coach Oakes will have to plan a
Reynolds .
Southern California came back to de credit this year, his latest being an careful battle to defend his laurels
Right Guard
feat the hitherto unbeaten Oregon 80-yard sprint to score in the first against Romney’s squad.
Carpenter
eleven, to knock it off its safe lead quarter of the Aggies’ game with
Rlgbt Tackle
Brigham Young last Saturday.
in the conference race.
Brandenburg .......
------- Smith
Van Kampen is shifty in the open,
o-o
Right End
This defeat, along with the fall of and packs a punch when he hits the
Crowley ...
Nebraska, Georgia and Michigan from line. He has quite a few scores to his
Quarterback
the ranks of the undefeated, untied credit, but his specialty is catching
An excellence of beauty work
Stansberry
teams of the country, leaves the myth passes from Fry. Coach Romney has
Left Half
that will delight you.
ical national championship to be de used this passing combination for
Hlleman
Afflerbaugh cided between Duke, Army and Prince many yards this season, and passes
Right Half
ton, all having been undefeated or un from Fry to Van Kampen are used
Storey
frequently to score the extra point
Let us frame your pictures.
tied this season.
' p
Fullback
after touchdown.
Score by periods:
Tony d’Orazi, '31, Missoula, is teach
Captain Dixon, John Hull and E l
Room 223, Florence Hotel
Montana
7 0 « 0— 7 ing two a rt classes a t DePaul univer
mer Ward are the spark-plugs of the
Phone 2873
Stanford
7 7 6 18—33 sity, Chicago.
Aggie defense, playing in the line.

Utah Aggies Have Strong Scoring
Threats and Big Defensive Linel

Dual Swimming
Cecil and Sally
Meets Planned
Appearing Today
For Fraternities Radio Performers to Be Featured
In Performances Tnesdaj
Round Robin Tourney Will Decide
Cecil and Sally, nationally known
Championship of Intramural
radio performers, will be featured in
Aquatic Competition
a special attraction sponsored by the
Attempting a new method of judg Rotary club at the Wilma theater
ing the winners of the Interfraternity this afternoon and evening.
swimming meet championship, a University students as well as grade
schedule of dual aquatic contests be and high school students, will be ad
tween the fraternities has been drawn mitted to the afternoon performance
up and competition between the for 15 cents while regular prices will
groups will start tomorrow. The prevail at the evening shows.
Prof. J. H. Ramsklll said, “We are
meets are to be under the Jurisdiction
of Harry Adams, director of intra going to put on a great show and feel
mural athletics, and Marion McCarty, that no one will be disappointed in
minor sports manager.
the performance. The surplus money
Each team will face every other made will go to help finance the
team entered under the new system, building of a Boy Scout Community
and that team with the highest per hall at their camp on Seeley lake/*
centage of wins will win the title for There will be performances at 3:30,
1933. Last year the honors were wou 7 and 9 o'clock.
by Sigma Alpha Epsilon’s team in a
meet between all the groups on the rad and Cregg Coughlin, judges of the
finish; Dick Traxler and Clayton
campus.
The order of events has been Smith, timers; Bob White, scorer and
changed this year, and will include announcer.
competition in 40-yard free style, 80yard free style, 80-yard backstroke,
80-yard breast stroke, and 160-yard
free style relay. The last event will
be between teams of four men, each
swimming 40 yards.
The schedule for the week is as fol
lows: Wednesday, November 22—
Sigma Nu versus Sigma Chi, and Phi
Sigma Kappa versus Phi Delta Theta;
Friday, November 24—Sigma Alpha
Epsilon versus Sigma Phi Epsilon,
and Independents versus Sigma Chi;
Saturday, November 25—Sigma Nu
versus S. P. E., Phi Sigma Kappa ver
sus Independents, and Phi Delta
Theta versus S. A. E.; Monday, No
vember 27—Sigma -Chi versus Phi
Sigma Kappa, and Sigma Nu versus
Independents. The meet on Wednes
day, Friday and Monday will start at
4:45 o'clock, and the meets bn Satur
day will start a t 10 o’clock. All or
ganizations must be ready to start at
the designated time. Events in the
meet that are run off on the same
day will be intermixed.
The officials for the meets will be
Marlon McCarty, starter; Allen Con-

It’s on the Way
December 8

KALMS ACT
QUICKLY on
“ RECURRING" PAINS
• Don’t let “ recurring”
pains rain your day and deprive you o f your ‘
normal activity. D on’t take chances o f flunking
exams. Banish such pains with K alms tablets.
Headaches, neuralgia, backache, cramps, and
other localized pains are promptly and effec
tively relieved by a small dosage. Kalms, devel
oped by Johnson Sc Johnson, are safe. They
are not habit-forming, do not affect digestion
or heart action. Your druggist has Kalms in
purse-size boxes o f 12 tablets.

KALMS

FOR RELIEF
O F “ RECURRING”
PAINS

FREE S A M P L E — SE N D

COUPON

B & H JEWELRY
Costume and Fraternity
Jewelry
Corner of Main and Higgins

By Church Groupl

|
|

Send me a FREE sample of Kalms.
Name

i

Address,____________________ 39.2

H E R E ’S

Energy!
FO R Y O U !

Florence Laundry Co.

N ew

FR A M ES

you all the essential elements
of whole w heat. . . the pro
teins, vitamins, carbohydrates
and minerals. And bran, meassured for you by Nature. Just
100% whole wheat with
nothing added, nothing taken
away.
Eat Shredded Wheat for at
least ten days and see if it
doesn’t put a new spring
in p u r step. No waiting
<Ni- when you order, for it’s
yoh ready cooked, ready to
■b!" eat. Just pour on milk
or cream and top with'
I
your favorite fruit At all.
h i |
campus eating places.

N COURT OR CAMPUS,
you’ll find the lively ones
keep in trim with the help of
Shredded Wheat.
For forty years, these golden,
crisp-baked biscuits have been'
the favorite pick-up food of
active folks. Taste alone would
win you. But Shredded Wheat
has a lot more to offer. It brings

O

Just Received

Dorothy Lee
Beauty Shoppe

M cK ay A rt Co.

THE VITALLY DIFFERENT FOOD

SHREDDED WHEAT

A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “ Unooda Bakora"
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the expedition. He was grad
University Graduate with
University Grad
Students to Hear
uated from the State University in
1923 with a B.A. degree in geology.
Exploring Antarctic General Foods corporation is offer
Prominent Lawyer Unearths Money
The Women’s Glee club will re
J. J. McCaffery, Sr., of Butte, to Speak
In Deserted Hut hearse this afternoon at 4 o’clock in Blackburn to Broadcast Adventures ing these radio programs.

M asquers Give
Play Participants
Awards in Points

On Criminal Law

Dean DeLoss Smith’s studio in Main
School Graduate Discovers hall.
Misers’ Hoard of $7,269
In Helena Hills
The Home Economics club will hold
a candy pull tomorrow evening at
Miss Francis C. Elge, who grad 7:30 o’clock at the foods laboratory in
uated from the School of Law ip 1930 the Natural Science building. All
and is now public administrator in majors and minors in the department
Helena, discovered in* James M. are invited to attend.
Clark’s cabin in the Helena hills the
small fortune of $7,269 recently.
Important Bear Paw meeting to
The one-time traveler, prospector
night at 7:30 o’clock in Room 107,
and student who claimed kinship to
Main hall. Bring your ticket money.
the late United States Senator W. A.
Clark, Montana copper king, died^last
All students interested in the - for
September apparently in poverty and
mation of an Art club meet Thursday
not until the past few days was the
night at 7:15 o’clock in the Art studio
money discovered secreted in the
In Main hall.
abandoned log home by Miss Elge.
At the time of Clark’s death from
All Barbs desiring to be on the
natural causes while a charity patient swimming team are requested to be
in the county home, Miss Elge found in the plunge Wednesday at 4:30
$700 in Liberty bonds, a bank book o’clock or call George Boileau a t 2620.
showing a deposit of $999, and $85
in cash. This appeared to be the
There will be a meeting of the Mon
entire fortune of the man who lived tana Masquers Wednesday night at
h miser's life for more than 30 years. :*30 o’clock at the Little Theatre.
Later, upon the belief he might have
Harrison Hoyt, ’33, graduate of the
hoarded other money, Miss Elge
searched the cabin and in an ancient School of Forestry and now connected
with
the Biological Survey department
trunk, wrapped in wax paper from a
loaf of bread and rolled in a Prince at Hot Springs, S. D„ was a visitor on
Albert coat and dress shirt, she found the campus Monday.
$5,000 in $100 bills. With it was $485
in cash.
Soiled and crumpled letters also |
found in the cabin were from Walter!
W. Clark of Greenburg, Pa., and W.
Wayne Clark of Ripley, West Va.,
brothers who will inherit the tidy
savings of the eccentric old miner.
!

Of Byrd’s Second Expedition

PAINTINGS EXHIBITED

Quinn Blackburn, graduate of the
State University, who Is now with
Admiral Richard E. Byrd on his sec
ond Antarctic expedition, may be
heard over regular weekly broadcasts
direct from the Antarctic, It was
learned here recently. The first of
these programs was on the air Sat
urday night, originating from the
flagship Jacob Ruppert, now oft the
coast of Chile on its way to New Zea
land.
This is Blackburn's second trip into
the Antarctic as Admiral Byrd's sur
veyor and assistant geologist. He
sailed from Boston on the base ship
Bear of Oakland September 25 and
will be in the Antarctic for two years

An 'exhibit of paintings by Charles
Russell has been sent to Ravalli by
Prof. C. H. Riedell, instructor in the
Department of Fine Arts. This depart
ment has 35 exhibits which are sent
to high schools and women’s clubs
throughout the state.

Law

Credit Goes Toward Membership;
Ossla Taylor Leads List
Of Actors Named
Members of the casts and produc
tion crews of Masquers’ plays during
If you want to learn all the college
the summer and fall quarters have songs and yells in the United States,
been awarded points toward member dort’t miss Hi-Jinx.
ship In the Masquers’ organization.
The points were awarded according to
Freddy Moulton and Betty Kelleher
the size of the part.
do a nice three round battle-----?
Ossia Taylor heads the list of actors
and and actresses with 12 points.
Those with eight points are Dave Noral Wliittinghill is Master of
Duncan, Dick 'Karnes and Allen Ceremonies----- 'nuff said.
Schwartz; seven points—Robert Bates,
Robertson Dailey, Gene Manis and
Phil Pollard wrote his own sk it
Melvin Maury; six points—Dick Ar- Phil's a smart boy.
meling, Don Marrs, Helen Meloy,
Peter Meloy, Ruth Perham, Phil Pol
Martha Kimball did an Irving Ber
lard, George Scott, Harold Stearns
lin stunt and wrote a song. It is to
and Ruth Wallace.
be presented a t Hi-Jinx.
Four points—Clarence Eldridge,
Phoebe Patterson, Lester Smith, Ced
ric Thompson and Wilbur wood; three “The play's th4 Thing,” directed by
points—Grant Kelleher and Adolph Mel Maury will give us Laura Nichol
Sandlin; one point—Tom Campbell, son, better known as Jane Bluette,
Jack Gary, Kai Heiberg, Neil Hiely, singer over KGVO. Mel is taking
Martha Kimball, Dan Nelson, George part himself, with Alma Phelan and
Nlnk, Harold Selvig and Orville Allen Schwartz, who made his name
in ‘The Front Page.”
Skones.
Harold Shaw leads the list of the
Of course, there will be ‘‘Dirty Sox.”
production crews with 28 points; 17
points—George Boileau; nine points It's a tradition we couldn't do with
—Gladys Avery, Mary Brickson, An out. It ought to be good this year—
toinette LaCasse; eight points—John Jack Robinson and Mabelle Willard
Clark and Dick Shaw; seven points— are editing it. You can’t open a door
Emma Bole, Vivian Bower, Annie nowadays without pushing one of
Evans, Catherine Mead and Gloria them over backwards. They snoop
Proctor; six points—Dorothy Benish, for scoops.
Kathryn Jennings, Charles McDonald;
five points—John Blair, John Shenk, Janice Koppe goes to town on singng and dancing. And she’s plenty
Dorothy Simmons.
good, folks, she’s plenty good!
Four points—Leona Anderson, Jack
Gary, Kai Heiberg, Stanley Koch, We hear Ellen Miller is going to—
Mary Kohn; three points—Celia Cafwell—skip it!
fin, Phyllis Holmes, Lilian Hopkins,
Kenneth . Hufford, Shirley Knight,
Dave Duncan, alias “The Front
Genevieve Krum; two points, Maxine
Page” Walter Burns, hard-fighting,
Fowler, Lina Greene, Catherine How- swearing editor of the Examiner,
atson, Florence Jones, Lotus McKelchanges his character for December
vie, Hansi Stelnltz and Carol Wells;
. Whatever it is, it’ll be OK.
one point—George Hillman, Jack Rob
inson and Dick Traxler.
John “Football” Previs and Harry
Bear Paw” Alley will turn showmen
for an evening. What can they be?

Sheridan Fam ily
Jane Sanders, Corbin hall’s
Injured in Accident torch
singer, will torch-sing.

own
And

can she do it!

Joseph J. McCaffery, Sr., well known
Butte lawyer, will speak to law stu
dents on “Proceedings in a Criminal
Case," at 8 o'clock tonight in the
freshman room of the Law building.
Mr. McCaffery Is the second of a
series of speakers that Phi Delta Phi,
honorary legal fraternity, is bringing
to the State University to speak to law
students. T. J. Walker, also of Butte,
spoke on “The Legal Phases of the
NRA" last month. Mr. McCaffery was
formerly county attorney of Deer
Lodge and of Silver Bow counties. He
will be honored at a banquet a t the
Florence hotel before the meeting.
Joe McCaffery, president of Phi
Delta Phi, asks all law students, mem
bers of the law faculty and any prelegal students who are interested to
attend.

Auto Duplays Ingratitude
By Running Over Owner
The old adage “When a man
bites a dog that’s news” was re
enacted Monday afternoon when
John Baucus of Great Falls was
run over by his own car.
The accident occurred at the
corner of Higgins and Front street
when Baucus was in pursuit of
the vehicle which was in the pos
session of a fellow-student. He
made a one-handed stab at the
door-handle as if he were playing
Lou Gehrig’s position on first
base, but the door swung open
and left him bouncing up and
down on the pavement much to
the amusement of the spectators.
When he swung his head back to
avoid the rear wheel of the ca
reening Chevy, Baucus inadvert
ently thrust his arm in its place
in such a way that the wheel
rolled up his arm from a point
just above his wrist to his shoul
der. He was picked up by other
students and carted home to
change his trousers which had
become badly burned when a
handful of matches, which he car
ried in his pocket, ignited from
friction with the pavement
His only comment to the Kaimin
was “A fellow sure learns by ex
perience.”

LECTURE NOTES
Students who are able to review
complete notes are much better
prepared for examinations. With
ABC Shorthand, which is quickly
learned in 12 easy lessons, you can
take lecture and reading notes ver
batim. Complete course now sells
for 31.00 at

Associated Students’ Store
Office Supply Company

Don’t Forget
December 8

Henry Peterson, who graduated
from the Pharmacy school in ’29, is I
how working for the Owl Drug com
pany at Shelby.
Bud Grover, '32, was a week-end
visitor.

A Complete Banking
Service

It's the Place
where everyone meets for
that after-dance or
show lunch.
Prescription Department
In charge of Registered Druggist
Dorothy Perkins
Primrose House Cosmetics

Here you are folks, what you have been waiting for,
the big

A. S. U. M.
CARNIVAL
Not a fake, but a real, honest-to-goodness carnival.
Twelve big concessions, free dancing; nothing over 10c,
many concessions at only 3c. Don’t miss it!

THE

WESTERN MONTANA
NATIONAL BANK

Peek’s Drug Store

Missoula, Montana

North Higgins

a n d F o u n ta in L u n c h

Men’s Gym— Nov. 25

Automobile Leaves Road at Nimrod;
Mrs. Sheridan Suffers Injuries

Since Ken Duff resigned his nom
ination in favor of his pal and fra
While driving from Butte to Mis-; ternity brother, Whittinghill, there
soula yesterday, Mr. and Mrs. Guy E. Iwill be only four men candidates for
Sheridan, Mitchell Sheridan and Mr. University King. Since the competi
LeSage, Mrs. Sheridan's father, suf tion is reduced, the game has grown
fered injuries when their car left the tenser.
road at Nimrod.
Mrs. Sheridan, who was the most To say the least, Miss University
seriously hurt, was taken to St. Pat will certainly cause a good deal of
rick's hospital where it was learned interest. Personally we feel the five
that she had broken a shoulder blade co-eds nominted are representative of
State University’s charm and
and several ribs. Mr. Sheridan suf
fered a fractured arm while Mr. Le beauty—not to say personality. We
want to compliment the men on elect
Sage received painful lacerations.
The road was apparently covered ing them. You showed good taste,
with ice and the car skidded turning boys!
over twice. The automoble, a new
Who gets the crown?
Buick, was badly wrecked.
i 1 ? 1 }
Mitchell Sheridan was graduated
with a Bachelor of Arts degree from
the School of Journalism last year.
Mr. Sheridan, who graduated from the
University in 1902, received an honor
ary Doctor of Science degree at the
same time.
LOST AND FOUND

^}lotIdle edm,
“I

hunted

all day

lo n g . .. and just knocked
’em cold.
the time and I’ll tell the
w orld...they’re milder!”

Classified Ads

Merriam Is Giving
Series of Readings
H. G. Merriam, chairman of the De
partment of English, is giving a series
of readings from the works of eighty
contemporary American poets every
Friday afternoon during the quarter
at 3 o'clock in the Library, Room 118.
Students who are interested in read
ing further in the works of these
writers will find a selection from
their books in the Library on a special
shelf of the “Open Shelf.” T. S. Eliot,
Hart Crane, Ezra Pound, Stephen
Vincent Benet, Archibald Macleish,
Robinson Jeffers, Lew Sarett and
Conrad Aiken are the poets repre
sented in this collection.

FOUND—PAIR OF LADY’S GLOVES
at Spur-Bear Paw dance. Call at
Kaimln office.

Missoula Laundry Co.

DRYCLEANERS
PHONE 8118
Hat Blocking

Rug Cleaning

Professional j
Directory
DR..EMERSON STONE

\

Richard Whitaker, School of For
estry '33, is working in the Missoula
offices of the Forest Service.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
I
Rooms 8 anil 9, Higgins Building I
Phone 2821

Marion Davis, '32, is doing secre
tarial work at the Missoula sugar beet
factory.

Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
205 Montana Block

How Is Your Coal Pile?

Missoula Coal and
Transfer Co., Inc.
110 EA8T BROADWAY
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

COAL
LOU ELLINGH0U3E, Pres.
BOB LAING, Sec’y.-Treas.
Phenes 8662 and 8630

ummmmmmmsmmmmmm

DR. J. L. MURPHY
f

DR. A. G. WHALEY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
106 E. Broadway—Phone .4101

1

DR. GEORGIA COSTIGAN
CHIROPODIST
206 WUma

BORG JEWELRY
& OPTICAL COMPANY
Eyes Examined—Glasses Fitted
Dr. Frank Borg, Optometrist

the cigarette that’s MILDER the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
© 1955. Liggett St Mvuu Tobacco Co,

